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The theory of the Artin L-functions, especially if one deals with pro- 
perties of zeros and poles, is very obscure. Here we give an algebraic 
survey of the situation in the group GLz(F3) and also in the group SL3(F3), 
the latter group considered as subgroup of the former. The precise meaning 
of this remark will be clear from the text. It is very well known that the 
so-called Artin conjecture, namely that L(B, x, K/k) is an entire function 
if x is a non-principal simple character of the group G=Gal(K/k) where 
K/k is a finite Galois extension, has been confirmed for so-called monomial 
groups (see [l] and [2]). Therefore it is of interest to look at the behaviour 
of the smallest non-monomial groups. A list of the non-monomial groups 
of order up to 100 can be found in [2]. Here we look at the groups GL3(F3) 
and SL3(F3), and we show that many Artin L-functions satisfy the Artin 
conjecture and also some combinations do, but we have not been able 
to verify the Artin conjecture completely for GLz(F3) and SLz(F3). 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the properties of the Artin 
L-functions as given in [l], [2] and [3]. 
Notation concerning group theory is that of Huppert’s book [a]. 
All fields featuring in this paper are algebraic number fields. 
3 1. 
Let k be an algebraic number field (finite extension of the rationals), 
and let K/k be a Galois extension with group G = GL3(F3). K/k0 is supposed 
to be the Galois extension with group SL3(F3), so 4 is the invariant field 
of SLg(F3). In the sequel we regard SL3(F3) as subgroup of G, so that 
ko 1 Ic. The importance of this remark will become clear in $ 2. 
The group G has 48 elements and can be generated by the elements 
E, A, B, C, D as follows : 
E2=1, D3=E, DE=ED, C3=E, CE=EC, CD=EDC, 
B3=E, BE=EB, BD=CDB, BC=DB, 
A3=1, AE=EA, AD=CA, AC=DA, AB=ECBzA. 
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Here we have: 
E= (;'-;),D=(; -3, B=(ol ;),A=(;' $7 Q=(; -;)> 
with 0, 1, - 1 in the 3-element field Fa. 
The groups @), (E, D>, (E, D, C>, <E, D, C, B), <E, D, C, B, A) have 
the respective orders 2, 4, 8, 24, 48 and every group is a normal subgroup 
in the next one. We have (E) = Z(G) = Z(SL@‘s)) and G/Z(G) is isomorphic 
to the symmetric group &. The cosets 2, B, 6, B generate E& under the 
identification 2=(12), B=(234), 8=(13)(24) and D=(l4)(23). 
According to SCHUR, see for instance [5], G has the following character 
table : 
repre- 
sentant 
number 
of el. in 
conj. sets 
1 
1 
6 
8 
8 
12 
6 
6 
Yl *‘z 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 1 
1 -1 
1 -1 
1 -1 
Y3 Y4 Y5 
2 2 2 
-2 -2 2 
0 0 2 
1 1 -1 
-1 -1 -1 
0 0 0 
ij/2 -q/a 0 
- ill2 i1/2 0 
lys Y7 Y’s 
3 3 4 
3 3 -4 
-1 -1 0 
0 0 -1 
0 0 1 
1 -1 0 
-1 1 0 
-1 1 0 
Let now 521 be the invariant field of (E) and let $1, 42, $3, $4, ~$5 be 
the simple characters of C?J~: 
$1 $2 $3 44 $5 representant 
1 1 2 3 3 B 
1 1 2 -1 -1 c, D 
1 l-l 0 0 E 
1 -1 0 1 -1 B 
1 -1 O-l 1 BB 
The Artin L-functions ( #L(s, 41, Dr/k)) .Lh, L+ L,p4, .Z& of 61 are entire 
functions (the original proof of this fact is due to Artin) ; here we have 
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tacitly introduced the notation L4$ = L(s, c&, i&/k) for i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. 
Further we write : Lvi = L(s, yf, K/k), for j= 1, . .., 8. 
From this it follows that the L-functions Lv2, Lv6, LIP,,, Lv, are entire 
functions by virtue of the relations 
Consider now the cyclic group generated by B and the character oc 
of (B) such that oc= 1 on 1, B2, B4 and 01= - 1 on B, B3, B5. Let 01* be 
the induced character of (Y ; oc* is a character of G, and we have : 
where the summation is extended over those t of a complete system of 
representatives of right cosets mod (B), such that tgt-1 is an element 
of (B). We find: 
a* = 2978, 
hence we have: (L,,)2 = LB,+ = L(s, a*, K/k) = L(s, 01, K/i&). Here Qa is the 
invariant field of (B). Since L(s, m, K/Q,) is in fact an abelian L-function, 
it follows immediately that the square of Lv8 is an entire function. By 
a result of BRAUER (1947), see [ 11, we know that Ly8 is at least meromorphic, 
so it follows here that Lvs is an entire function. However it is possible 
to prove this fact directly. The character $08 is namely induced by a linear 
character ,9 of the dihedral group 
Ds=(B, ala= , I?= 1, a&-1=&1), 
where B is the character such that @ = 1 on (B2, a) and ,8 = - 1 on E = B3. 
A straightforward calculation shows that p*(B2) = /?(B2) = 1 and p*(E) = - 4. 
By investigating the character table of GL2(Ps), we see that 
hence the L-functions of p and of ys are the same. In particular, the 
first abelian L-function forces Ly8 to be an entire L-function. 
Now, before going to treat this group G further, we go over to the 
group SL3(F3) C G. 
Let E be equal to exp (2ni/3), then, again by SCHUR [5], the character 
table of XL3(F3) is as follows: 
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number of el. 
Xl x2 x3 x4 x5 X6 x7 representant in conj. sets 
1 1 1 2 2 2 3 1 1 
1 1 1 -2 -2 -2 3 E 1 
1 1 1 0 0 0 -1 c 6 
1 & E2 1 & a‘4 0 B 4 
1 &2 & -1 -&a -& 0 B2 4 
1 &2 & 1 &a & 0 Bj 4 
1 & &a -1 -& -&a 0 B4 4 
We write L(s, xi, K/k,-,) = L,. 
By looking at the group SL2(F 3 on its own account, we conclude that ) 
L,,, L,, and Lx7 are entire functions. Indeed, ~2, being a linear character, 
is a character of the group SL~(F~)/SLZ’(F~), hence L, is equal to the 
abelian L-function belonging to the non-principal linear character xz of 
SL~(F~)/SLZ’(F~); the latter L-function is entire, thus Lx2 is entire. The 
same argument holds for Lx3. Since ~7 is induced by any non-principal 
linear character of the quaternion group (D, C), it follows that L,, is 
an entire function. Moreover, observe that the product of Lx5 and Lx, 
is an entire function, since ~5 + ~6 is induced by the linear character a 
of (B). 
Up to now, we have achieved the results on the L-functions of sL2(F3) 
without using anything about G! In general we have the following 
situation : 
Suppose that MIT is a Galois extension with group Y. And if one 
assumes that a group X with X 7 Y acts on M in such a way that the 
restriction of this action to Y is precisely the given action of Y on M, 
then it is very well possible to obtain more information about the L- 
functions of Y than without that assumption. What we have in mind is 
of course the situation M = K, T = IGO, Y =SLz(F3), X = G. 
Bringing G into play it is clear that Lx5 and Lx6 are entire functions, 
for we have the relation L,, = Lvg= L,, by virtue of X5* =X6* =ys. 
[As additional relations we have for instance 
since xa*=xa*=y5 and ys+y~=~~*.] 
As to the character ~4, using G, we can say the following: It is easy 
to see that x4* =ys + y4, hence that L,,= L,, .Lv4. From purely group 
theoretical considerations, we derive the following 
LEMMA: Suppose that ys+y4 is induced by a linear character 3, of 
some subgroup 8 of G. Then A*(Bz)= 1=(ya+y4)(B2). 
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PROOF OF THE LEMMA: By the theory of induced characters we have 
[G: S]= deg A*/ deg 1. Hence [G: S]=4, i.e. ISI = 12. By looking at the 
decomposition of G in sets of conjugates, we see that all elements of 
order 3 are conjugated with each other. Since S does contain elements 
of order 3 (Sylow!), there exists an element t in G such that tB2t-1 E S. 
S is a maximal subgroup of G; for if not, then S C SL#‘a), by virtue of 
the fact that S.L2(Fs) is the only subgroup of order 24 of G; but SLz(Fs) 
does not contain subgroups of order 12 ! Since (E) =2(G) is a normal 
subgroup of order 2 of G, we have [(E, S>l = I<E)/15’1 
K-0 n 4 
<2.12=24. Hence 
by the maximality of S: E E S. Thus (B) = (E, B2) is a subgroup of 
index 2 in t-iSt, thus (B) a t-1st. 
Since also (B) Q &i (see Q l), we have (B) 4 (t-11.9.& &). Since t-1st 
is maximal in G and since (B) </I G, we get t-i&=.& =NG((B)). Putting 
Bl=tBt-1, it follows that (yg+p)(Bz) =?,*(Blz) and that Bl2 E S. As the 
dihedral group S contains two elements of order 3, we get: if g E G such 
that gB,zg-1 ES, then gB,zg-1 E (BIG), i.e. g E Nc((B12)). Since (Bl2) Q S, 
(B12) 43 G, and S maximal in G, it follows that S= iV~((B12)). Hence: 
if g E G such that gB12g-1 ES, then g ES. 
Applying this phenomenon to the summation formula of the induced 
character, we derive: A(Bl2) =;*(BI~). Since S is dihedral, a is a homo- 
morphism of S to the group { - 1, + l} with - 1 E Z. Thus, since BIG is 
of order 3, we have 1 =A(B12)=A*(BP)=l*(B2)=(y3+y4)(B2). q.e.d. 
Since the actual value of (ya +y4)(D) is not equal to + 1, but equal 
to - 2 (see the character table), it follows immediately that ys +y4=~4* 
is not a monomial character. This is the reason why we are not able to 
verify the entireness of LX., even when we focus our attention to the 
group G. 
We investigate now the L-functions Lv3 and L,, a little bit further. 
Since SLs(F3) is the only subgroup of order 24 of G, the characters ~3 
and y4 are not monomial (for if yes, look then to the corresponding 
character values on the element E). However we are able to show that 
some products of L-functions in which L,, or L,, are involved, are indeed 
entire functions. In fact, we show: The functions 
are entire functions. This is true for we are able to show that ya+ ya, 
y4+ys, ya +y4+ys are monomial characters. Let y be the linear character 
of (B) such that y(B) = -.G; a direct calculation shows that y* = ya+ 
+ y4+ ys. Let 8 be a linear character of the cyclic group generated by 
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01 
( > 11 
=P (say), with 6(F) = &/2( 1 + i), then (taking the induced character 
to G) we derive: 6*(.27)=6(P)+6(P3)= iv2. Since E E(P), we have 
6*(E) = - 6, and also 6* (Ba) = 0. Therefore 6* = ys + ys. Putting 5 a linear 
character on (P) such that c(F) = - &l/2(1+ i), we find analogously 
[* =yd+y~. Hence L,,. Lv8, Lwq. L,, and Lys. Lv4. L,, are entire functions. 
CONCLUSION: Perhaps one may discover some hidden properties of 
the L-function L,,, in order to derive that Lv3 and Ly4 are entire functions. 
This looks rather difficult and I see no possibility to do so. 
REMARK: For further properties of monomial groups the reader is 
referred to [4], Ch. V. $ 18 and to [2]. 
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